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In Partnership With
Design for Learning: 21st Century Online Teaching and Learning Skills for Library Workers (D4L) has been
a three-year continuing education project. It was developed as a partnership between the South Central
Regional Library Council, Syracuse University’s School of Information Studies, and the Empire State
Library Network. This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS), Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14. The coursework is available
for free to library workers across the country in a self-paced version of the program on WebJunction.org
at bit.ly/D4L-WJ.
While completing the Design for Learning program, library workers have been able to:
1. Successfully transfer face-to-face teaching and learning skills and pedagogy to the online
environment.
2. Evaluate and gain experience with various platforms and tools for online teaching and learning.
3. Design and create online instruction and instructional materials.
4. Practice teaching and learning online.
Participants in the program go through a series of modules (most about 4 weeks long), culminating in a
capstone project to develop a unit of online instruction for their library.

About the Modules
Module
Orientation
Foundation
Diversity
Community
Content Creation
Course Management
Capstone

WebJunction Course Developers
Arden Kirkland
Dr. Marilyn Arnone
Dr. Loriene Roy
Arden Kirkland
Lori Bell and Helen Linda
Samantha Settimio
Arden Kirkland

CE Credits
2
6
4
4
4
2
8
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Continuing Education Information
Participants will earn a Certificate of Completion for each module completed, issued jointly by
WebJunction and the South Central Regional Library Council in New York State. The information in this
packet can be shared with your supervisor and/or the office in your area that issues continuing
education credit.
The benefit of issuing credit for each module individually is that some states have a menu system for
credit, in which they have to show some work with technology, some with diversity, etc., and each
module can be plugged into that system. While each module helps to prepare a piece of the capstone
project, the leadership team recognizes that the work to complete the final capstone project will be
significant, and has weighted the credit for that project accordingly, at 8 contact hours.
Participants can earn contact hours for each module as follows:
§ Orientation Module = 2 contact hours
§ Foundation Module = 6 contact hours
§ Diversity Module = 4 contact hours
§ Community Module = 4 contact hours
§ Content Creation Module = 4 contact hours
§ Course Management Module = 2 contact hours
§ Capstone Project = 8 contact hours
Participants who complete all 7 modules will earn a total of 30 contact hours in continuing education
credit in the state of New York, mainly recognized by public library systems. NY state public librarians
are required to have 60 hours of continuing education credit every 5 years. That is intended to be
spread over the 5 years in several different activities, so our program does not exceed half of that, at 30
hours.

Outside NY State
For most areas the program can count toward continuing education credit. A few states have a formal
process to apply to become a continuing education provider – please contact us at d4l@scrlc.org if
you’re in one of those states and you would like us to pursue that process. Otherwise, you should be
able to share this packet with your supervisor or a continuing education professional in your library
system to get approval.
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About the Teachers and Leadership Team
Dr. Marilyn Arnone (mparnone@syr.edu) is a Research Associate Professor and
Associate Professor of Practice at Syracuse University in the School of
Information Studies and Co-Director of the Center for Digital Literacy.
http://my.ischool.syr.edu/People/mparnone

Lori Bell (lbell927@gmail.com) is a semi-retired librarian and teacher. She has
worked in libraries for over 30 years and taught library courses for 12 years. Lori
currently works part-time at a local public library. Learn more about her
professional experience, teaching, and publications
https://slisapps.sjsu.edu/facultypages/view.php?fac=belll
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/lori-bell/2/a2b/b8b
Julia Corrice (jcorrice@scrlc.org) is the Digital Services Librarian of South Central
Regional Library Council (SCRLC).
https://scrlc.org/Staff
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/julia-corrice/11/63b/172

Debby Emerson (demerson@clrc.org) is the Executive Director of the Central NY
Library Resources Council (CLRC).
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/debby-emerson/4/846/135

Deirdre Joyce (djoyce@clrc.org) is the Assistant Director of the Central NY
Library Resources Council (CLRC).
https://www.linkedin.com/in/defjoy

Arden Kirkland (ardenkirkland@gmail.com) is both D4L Project Coordinator and
lead teacher for 3 of the modules. She is a digital librarian working at the
intersection of digital scholarship and instructional technology, with a particular
interest in students’ active participation in the construction of multimedia digital
collections. She holds her MSLIS and CAS from SU’s School of Information
Studies and her MFA from Rutgers University. More at http://ardenkirkland.com
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Diane K. Kovacs (diane@kovacs.com) has been teaching online since the very
early days of the Internet. She taught the first online library CE course (MLA CE)
in 1997 using a tool called Diversity University Moo. These days, she teaches for
the SJSU iSchool and for the UIUC GSLIS LEEP program. Learn more about
her professional experience, teaching, and publications
at https://www.kovacs.com/dianevitae.html.

Original Principal Investigator: R. David Lankes is the director of the University of
South Carolina’s School of Library & Information Science, the 2016-17 Follett
Chair at Dominican’s Graduate School of Library & Information Science, and
recipient of the American Library Association’s 2016 Ken Haycock Award for
Promoting Librarianship. His book, The Atlas of New Librarianship won the 2012
ABC-CLIO/Greenwood Award for the Best Book in Library Literature. More at
http://www.DavidLankes.org
Project Assistant: Helen Linda (celestihel@gmail.com) is the Records Analyst for
the Vermont Agency of Transportation, her first job outside of libraries in 17
years. She began presenting on conference panels a decade ago, which led to
solo conference presentations, which led to regular student library orientation
classes, which led to designing instruction formally in her newest role in state
government. https://helenlinda.com/

Project Director: Mary-Carol Lindbloom (mclindbloom@scrlc.org) is the Executive
Director of South Central Regional Library Council (SCRLC).
https://scrlc.org/Staff
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/mary-carol-lindbloom/6/a85/24a

Project Evaluator: Rae-Anne Montague (raemontague@gmail.com) is
Director of Outreach Programs at Hawai'i Pacific University. She has
been involved with online education since the 1990's including
coordinating LEEP at the University of Illinois and providing
leadership to establish and develop WISE, the Web-based Information
Science Education consortium. https://raeannemontague.wordpress.com
Principal Investigator: Megan Oakleaf (moakleaf@syr.edu) is an Associate
Professor in the iSchool at Syracuse University. Her research areas include
assessment, evidence-based decision making, information literacy instruction,
and reference services. Prior to this position, Oakleaf served as Librarian for
Instruction and Undergraduate Research at NC State University and a teacher in
Ohio public schools.
http://meganoakleaf.info/bio/
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Dr. Loriene Roy (loriene@ischool.utexas.edu) is a Professor in the School of
Information at The University of Texas at Austin where she teaches courses on
reference, library instruction, and access and care of indigenous cultural
knowledge. She is Anishinabe, enrolled on the White Earth Reservation, a
member of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe. She served as the 1997-1998
President of the American Indian Library Association and the 2007-2008
President of the American Library Association. She received her MLS from the
University of Arizona and her Ph.D. from the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. https://www.ischool.utexas.edu/~loriene/
Graduate Assistant: Samantha Settimio (sjsettim@syr.edu) worked under Megan
Oakleaf. Her interests involve digital humanities, critical and digital pedagogy,
liaison librarianship, and assessment. She is a 2017 graduate of the MSLIS
program at Syracuse University.

Nicolette Warrisse Sosulski (librista@gmail.com) is Business Librarian for
the Portage District Library in Portage, MI and teaches Collection Development at
the Graduate School of Library and Information Science at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC GSLIS). She has been a chat librarian for public and
academic libraries since 2004.
http://www.atyourlibrary.org/librarians-who-mean-business
http://www.lis.illinois.edu/people/faculty/adjunct#librista
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Syllabus - Orientation Module:
Overview and Introduction to the Design for Learning Program

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module, you will be able to:
●

navigate the D4L learning management system as a student

●

communicate with your classmates in the D4L learning management system

●

associate the main principles of Self-Determination Theory to personal
strategies for success as an online student

●

recognize the structure of the D4L program and how each module relates to
the final capstone project

About this course:
●

This course takes place within the Moodle Learning Management System
(LMS) hosted by WebJunction.org. If you need help navigating in Moodle,

make sure you have gone through the Orientation Module (the first in the
D4L series).
●

In Moodle, there is a workbook for this module that you can download. You
can save it to your device to edit it with a word processor, or print it out to
write in it by hand. This gives you one document in which to store all your
work throughout this module, to save for your portfolio at the end.

●

There are no official due dates, so you can go through the content at your
own pace. However, we have found that many students find the weekly
structure helpful to keep them on track.

●

While most modules of the Design for Learning program are designed to take
place over 4 weeks, this module is a shorter orientation and should take only
2 weeks.
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●

Each week, most content is shared in the form of a lesson. This format
allows you to easily go through all content in a linear fashion. However, you
can return later to review any content, in any order, using the menu within
each lesson (on the side or below, depending on your device).

●

In the Design for Learning program we strive to actively support a wide
range of learning styles and abilities. As such, we have applied the principles
of Universal Design for Learning to this course. If you would like to suggest
additional alternative formats that you think we should provide, especially
related to needs for specific accommodations, please contact us at
d4l@scrlc.org.

Agenda:
Week 1 - Touring our Learning Environment
●
●

Starting the Tour of our Moodle (video, with challenge question)

The Bread Crumb Trail, Top Navigation, and Main Course Page (video, with
challenge question)

●

Blocks: Contact, Navigation, Activities, and Administration (video, with
challenge question)

●
●

Book and Lesson Formats (video, with challenge question)
Editing Your Profile And Preferences (video)

●

Reflection Activity

●

Forums: Why, How, and Notifications (videos and text, with challenge
question)

●

More Ways of Communicating (video, with challenge question)

●

Selected Vocabulary (table)

●

Summing Up Week 1 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Self-Reflection Activity: Your Technologies Environments URL (survey)

●

D4L Community Discussion: Introducing Ourselves (forum)

●

D4L Guide to Synchronous Meeting Tools
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Week 2 - What to Expect from the D4L Program
●

Advance Organizer for Week 2 (video)

●

What Kind of Learner Are You? (video, with link to activity)

●

My Assessment (video)

●

Reflection Activity

●

Self Determination Theory (video, with challenge question)

●
●
●

The D4L Approach (video, with challenge question)

Expectations for Capstone Projects (video, with challenge question)
The Series of Modules (video, with challenge question)

●

Summing Up Week 2 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Strategies for Success: Techniques and Best Practices for Learning
Online (forum)

Required Assignments:
●

Required activities for this module will have a check box to the right when
you view them on the main course page. The system will automatically check
them off as you complete them.

●

Go through the lesson for each week, including challenge and reflection
questions.
○

Challenge questions in each lesson are checked automatically, and
each correct answer earns 1 point. In some cases, if you are incorrect,
you will be prompted to review the relevant information and try the
question again.

○

Reflection questions are an opportunity for you to apply the content
to your own situation in a short statement. You will enter these
reflections in a workbook for the module, and you may want to share
some parts of your reflection in the discussion forums.

○

Each lesson will be marked as completed if you attempt all the
questions, regardless of your “score.”
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●

Introducing Ourselves (forum)
○

This will be marked as complete when you post your introduction and
reply to at least one other post.

●

Strategies for Success: Techniques and Best Practices for Learning
Online (forum)
○

This will be marked as complete when you post and reply to at least
one other post.

Once all of these required activities have been automatically marked as completed,
you will be eligible to receive a certificate of completion for the module.

Course Developer:
Arden Kirkland is an independent digital librarian, providing consulting services for
digital collections and online learning. Her years of work in higher education have
included a focus on students’ active participation in the construction of multimedia
digital collections. Other recent projects include ArtOneida.org, HistoricDress.org,

and work on the Capability Maturity Model for Research Data Management. Find out
more about her work at ardenkirkland.com.

This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.

This work for the Design for Learning Program is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Syllabus - Foundation Module:
Instructional Design for Online Learning - Techniques and Pedagogy

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module, you will be able to:
●

Recognize different approaches to instructional design strategy

●

Recognize several leading learning theories

●

Relate instructional strategies to the principles of Universal Design for
Learning

●

Apply Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy to writing learning outcomes

●

Critique learning assessments for their appropriateness to learning outcomes

●

Produce a first draft version of an instructional plan for teaching an online
class/session

As part of that first draft, you will be able to do the following for your own specific
project:
●

Follow a formal instructional design strategy

●

Perform an instructional needs assessment

●

Define instructional goals

●

Identify learner characteristics and entry behaviors

●

Outline instructional analysis

●

Develop learning outcomes

●

Choose assessments that are appropriate for your learning outcomes

●

Outline instructional strategies

●

Indicate appropriate instructional tools and materials

●

Outline formative and summative evaluations
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About this course:
●

This course takes place within the Moodle Learning Management System
(LMS) hosted by WebJunction.org. If you need help navigating in Moodle,

make sure you have gone through the Orientation Module (the first in the
D4L series).
●

In Moodle, there is a workbook for this module that you can download. You
can save it to your device to edit it with a word processor, or print it out to
write in it by hand. This gives you one document in which to store all your
work throughout this module, to save for your portfolio at the end.

●

There are no official due dates, so you can go through the content at your
own pace. However, we have found that many students find the weekly
structure helpful to keep them on track.

●

While most modules of the Design for Learning program are designed to take
place over 4 weeks, this module has been re-designed to include more
content and has been expanded to 6 weeks.

●

Each week, most content is shared in the form of a lesson. This format
allows you to easily go through all content in a linear fashion. However, you
can return later to review any content, in any order, using the menu within
each lesson (on the side or below, depending on your device).

●

In the Design for Learning program we strive to actively support a wide
range of learning styles and abilities. As such, we have applied the principles
of Universal Design for Learning to this course. If you would like to suggest
additional alternative formats that you think we should provide, especially
related to needs for specific accommodations, please contact us at
d4l@scrlc.org.
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Agenda:
Week 1 - The Instructional Design Process
●

Advance Organizer for Week 1 (video)

●

The Importance of Online Teaching and Learning for Libraries (video)

●

Approaches to Instructional Design (reading, with challenge question)

●
●
●

Selected Vocabulary (list, with challenge question)

Learning Perspectives (reading, with challenge question)
Learning Styles (reading)

●

Reflection (activity)

●

Universal Design for Learning (video, with challenge question)

●

Summing Up Week 1 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Conversation on the Instructional Design Process (forum)

Week 2 - Steps 1-3 of the 7 Step Process

●

Advance Organizer for Week Two (video)

●

Overview of the 7 Step Process (video)

●

Visualization of the 7 Step Process (graphic)

●

Step 1 - Needs Assessment and Instructional Goals (video)

●

Key Points for Step 1 (text, with challenge question)

●
●
●
●
●

Step 2 - Instructional Analysis (video)

Key Points for Step 2 (text with challenge question)

Step 3 - Learner Characteristics and Entry Behaviors (video)
Key Points for Step 3 (text with challenge question)
Summing Up Week Two (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 1: Topic for your project (database entry)

●

Assignment 2: Steps 1-3 of the 7 step process (forum submission)
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Week 3 - Step 4 of the 7 Step Process

●

Advance Organizer for Week 3 (video)

●

Step 4 - Learning Outcomes Part 1 (video, with challenge question)

●

Selected Vocabulary (list)

●

Write a Learning Outcome (activity with debriefing)

●

Step 4 - Learning Outcomes Part 2 (video)

●

An Interactive Resource (activity link)

●

Reflection (activity)

●

Summing Up Week 3 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 3: Step 4 of the 7 step process (forum submission)

Week 4 - Assessment
●

Advance Organizer for Week Four (video)

●

Learning Assessment (video)

●

Selected Vocabulary (table, with challenge question)

●
●
●
●
●
●

Digging Deeper into Effective Feedback (text, graphic)
Reflection (activity)

Matching Assessments to Learning Outcomes (text)
Creating Effective Rubrics (video, with challenge questions)
Summing Up Week Four (video)
Additional Resources (list)

Week 5 - Steps 5-6 of the 7-Step Process
●

Advance Organizer for Week 5 (video)

●

Step 5 (video)

●

Key points of Step 5 (text)

●

Step 6 (video)
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●

Key points of Step 6 (text)

●

Reflection (activity)

●

Summing Up Week 5 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 4: Steps 5-6 of the 7 step process (forum submission)

Week 6 - Step 7 of the 7-Step Process
●

Advance Organizer for Week 6 (video)

●

Step 7 - (video)

●

Key Points for Step 7 (text)

●

Summing Up Week 6 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 5: Step 7 of the 7 step process (forum submission)

Required Assignments:
●

Required activities for this module will have a check box to the right when
you view them on the main course page. The system will automatically check
them off as you complete them.

●

Go through the lesson for each week, including challenge and reflection
questions.
○

Challenge questions in each lesson are checked automatically, and
each correct answer earns 1 point. In some cases, if you are incorrect,
you will be prompted to review the relevant information and try the
question again.

○

Reflection questions are an opportunity for you to apply the content
to your own situation in a short statement. You will enter these
reflections in a workbook for the module, and you may want to share
some parts of your reflection in the discussion forums.

○

Each lesson will be marked as completed if you attempt all the
questions, regardless of your “score.”

●

Assignment 1 - Enter your project topic in our database
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○

This will be marked as complete when you enter your topic using the
form fields provided in the database. You will be able to return later
and edit this if you change your mind.

●

Assignments 2-5 - Fill in the provided instructional design plan template
with plans for your project
○

Each of these assignments will have an associated forum discussion
where you can attach your work in progress, discuss your work, ask
questions of your peers, and respond to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

Once all of these required activities have been automatically marked as completed,
you will be eligible to receive a certificate of completion for the module.

Course Developer:
Dr. Marilyn Arnone is a Research Associate Professor and Associate Professor of
Practice at Syracuse University in the School of Information Studies and Co-Director
of the Center for Digital Literacy. Find out more about her work at:
http://my.ischool.syr.edu/People/mparnone.

This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.

This work for the Design for Learning Program is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Syllabus - Diversity Module:

Focus on Diversity & Pedagogy in the Online Environment

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module, you will be able to:
●

draft your own working definition for diversity as a benchmark

●

interpret the content of a professional document on diversity standards on
cultural competency

●

evaluate online library training to assess the extent to which it satisfies the
ALA/ACRL Diversity Standards

●

reflect on what you, yourself, bring to the learning scenario

●

collect resources to help you reflect on what your colleagues and learners
bring to the learning scenario

●

refine your instructional plans to be attentive to diversity by structuring
learning to fit a variety of learning styles

●

incorporate the principles of Universal Design for Learning in creating your
online learning

About this course:
●

This course takes place within the Moodle Learning Management System
(LMS) hosted by WebJunction.org. If you need help navigating in Moodle,
make sure you have gone through the Orientation Module (the first in the
D4L series).

●

In Moodle, there is a workbook for this module that you can download. You
can save it to your device to edit it with a word processor, or print it out to
write in it by hand. This gives you one document in which to store all your
work throughout this module, to save for your portfolio at the end.

●

There are no official due dates, so you can go through the content at your
own pace. However, we have found that many students find the weekly
structure helpful to keep them on track.
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●

This module has been designed to take place over 4 weeks, like most
modules of the Design for Learning program. If you start at the beginning of
the month, you will be more likely to find other students going through the
discussion forums at the same schedule.

●

Each week, most content is shared in the form of a lesson. This format allows
you to easily go through all content in a linear fashion. However, you can
return later to review any content, in any order, using the menu within each
lesson (on the side or below, depending on your device).

●

In the Design for Learning program we strive to actively support a wide
range of learning styles and abilities. As such, we have applied the principles
of Universal Design for Learning to this course. If you would like to suggest
additional alternative formats that you think we should provide, especially
related to needs for specific accommodations, please contact us at
d4l@scrlc.org.

Agenda:
Week 1 – What is Diversity?
●

Advance Organizer for Week 1 (video, with transcript)

●

What is Diversity? (reading, with challenge question)

●

Diversity as a Key Action Area (reading, with challenge question)

●

Reflection (activity)

●

Summing Up Week 1 (reading)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 1: Evaluating Existing Instruction (forum submission)

Week 2 – What do You Bring?
●

Advance Organizer for Week 2 (video, with transcript)
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●

What do You Bring to the Learning Scenario? (reading)

●

Cajete's Model (reading, with challenge question)

●

One Version of a Biography (reading)

●

Reflection (activity)

●

Summing up Week 2 (reading)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 2: Revised Introduction (forum submission)

Week 3 – What Resources are Available?
●

Advance Organizer for Week 3 (video, with transcript)

●

What do Our Patrons and Colleagues Bring to the Learning Scenario?
(reading)

●

What Resources are Available to You to Better Understand Your Learners and
Help You Incorporate Diversity into Your Teaching? (reading and list of
resources)

●

Voices of Diversity (links to audio/video, with challenge question)

●

Summing up Week 3 (reading)

●

Additional Resources (list)

● Assignment 3: Your Checklist
Week 4 – Learning Style Diversity and the UDL
●

Advance Organizer for Week 4 (video, with transcript)

●

Preparing learning materials for diverse learning styles (reading, with
challenge question)
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●

Revisiting UDL (reading, with challenge question)

●

Reflection (activity)

●

Summing Up Week 4 (reading)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 4: Revising your Instructional Design Plan

Required Assignments:
●

Required activities for this module will have a check box to the right when
you view them on the main course page. The system will automatically check
them off as you complete them.

●

Go through the lesson for each week, including challenge and reflection
questions.
o

Challenge questions in each lesson are checked automatically,
and each correct answer earns 1 point. In some cases, if you are
incorrect, you will be prompted to review the relevant information
and try the question again.

o

Reflection questions are an opportunity for you to apply the
content to your own situation in a short statement. You will enter
these reflections in a workbook for the module, and you may want
to share some parts of your reflection in the discussion forums.

o

Each lesson will be marked as completed if you attempt all the
questions, regardless of your “score.”

●

Assignments 1-4 - Evaluating Existing Instruction, Revised Introduction,
Your Checklist, Revising Your Instructional Design Plan
o

Each of these assignments will have an associated section in the
workbook, and a forum discussion where you can attach your work
in progress, discuss your work, ask questions of your peers, and
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respond to your peers.
o

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

Once all of these required activities have been automatically marked as completed,
you will be eligible to receive a certificate of completion for the module.

Course Developer:
Dr. Loriene Roy is a Professor at the University of Texas at Austin in the School of
Information. She is Anishinabe, enrolled on the White Earth Reservation (Pembina
Band), a member of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe. She served as 1997-1998
President of the American Indian Library Association and the 2007-2008 President
of the American Library Association.
This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library
Services, Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.

This work for the Design for Learning Program is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Syllabus - Community Module:
Engaging with Learners - How to Develop your Community

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module, you will be able to:
●

recognize the characteristics of teaching presence, cognitive presence, and
social presence

●

evaluate positive and negative factors in existing online educational
communities

●

identify the motivation for (or barriers to) community participation

●

develop a strategy for activities that fit with your community members’
motivation for participation

●

determine the social media platforms that are most relevant to your
instructional objectives

●

consider the role of a code of conduct or netiquette guide for an online
educational community

●

construct a strategy for well-timed and appropriate discussion posts and
responses on social media, both as a follower and as a leader

●

plan how metrics can be used to assess and improve how a social media
strategy is meeting learning objectives

About this course:
●

This course takes place within the Moodle Learning Management System
(LMS) hosted by WebJunction.org. If you need help navigating in Moodle,

make sure you have gone through the Orientation Module (the first in the
D4L series).

Revised 5/18/17
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●

In Moodle, there is a workbook for this module that you can download. You
can save it to your device to edit it with a word processor, or print it out to
write in it by hand. This gives you one document in which to store all your
work throughout this module, to save for your portfolio at the end.

●

There are no official due dates, so you can go through the content at your
own pace. However, we have found that many students find the weekly
structure helpful to keep them on track.

●

This module has been designed to take place over 4 weeks, like most

modules of the Design for Learning program. If you start at the beginning of
the month, you will be more likely to find other students going through the
discussion forums at the same schedule.
●

Each week, most content is shared in the form of a lesson. This format
allows you to easily go through all content in a linear fashion. However, you
can return later to review any content, in any order, using the menu within
each lesson (on the side or below, depending on your device).

●

In the Design for Learning program we strive to actively support a wide
range of learning styles and abilities. As such, we have applied the principles
of Universal Design for Learning to this course. If you would like to suggest
additional alternative formats that you think we should provide, especially
related to needs for specific accommodations, please contact us at
d4l@scrlc.org.

Agenda:
Week 1 - A Sense Of Community In Online Instruction
●

Advance Organizer for Week 1 (video)

●

Reflection 1 (activity)

●

Selected Vocabulary (list)

●

Types of Learning Communities (video)

●

Models for Online Learning Communities (video, with challenge question)

●

Reflection 2 (activity)
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●

Participation (video)

●

Motivation (video, with challenge question)

●

Reflection 3 (activity)

●

Summing Up Week 1 (text)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Case studies of online learning communities (reading)

●

Assignment 1: Partner Activity – meet to develop alternative discussion
ideas (forum submission)

Week 2 - Social Participation

●

Advance Organizer for Week 2 (video)

●

Elements of Social Media (video)

●

Reflection 1 (activity)

●

Teens Migrating from Facebook (video)

●

Choosing Social Media (video)

●

Reflection 2 (activity)

●

More Social Media Considerations (video, with challenge question)

●

Reflection 3 (activity)

●

Social Media Listening (video)

●

Summing Up Week Two (text)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

D4L Guide to Social Media (text)

●

Survey about social media (form)

●

Assignment 2: Partner Activity - interact with each other on at least two
different social media platforms (forum submission)

Week 3 - Strategy for Your Community

●

Advance Organizer for Week 3 (video)

●

Strategy (video, with challenge question)
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●

Reflection 1 (activity)

●

Community Members (video)

●

Reflection 2 (activity)

●

Strategies and Netiquette (video, with challenge question)

●

Reflection 3 (activity)

●

Summing Up Week 3 (text)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 3: Planning Your Strategy (forum submission)

Week 4 - Maintaining Your Community
●

Advance Organizer for Week 4 (video)

●

Community Lifecycle (video, with challenge question)

●
●
●
●
●
●

Community Management (video, with challenge question)
Discussion (video)

Reflection 1 (activity)

Metrics and Interventions (video, with challenge questions)
Reflection 2 (activity)

Summing Up Week Four (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 4: Revising Your ID Plan (forum submission)

Required Assignments:
●

Required activities for this module will have a check box to the right when
you view them on the main course page. The system will automatically check
them off as you complete them.

●

Go through the lesson for each week, including challenge and reflection
questions.
○

Challenge questions in each lesson are checked automatically, and
each correct answer earns 1 point. In some cases, if you are incorrect,
you will be prompted to review the relevant information and try the
question again.
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○

Reflection questions are an opportunity for you to apply the content
to your own situation in a short statement or other exercise. You will
enter these reflections in a workbook for the module, and you may

want to share some parts of your reflection in the discussion forums.
○

Each lesson will be marked as completed if you attempt all the
questions, regardless of your “score.”

●

Assignments 1-2 - Partner/Group activities
○

Each of these will require that you work with a partner or small group.
Please use the forums to identify a partner. If you can’t find someone
who is going through D4L at the same time as you, find a colleague,
friend, or family member to do this activity with you. An important
aspect of these activities is to respond to someone else: this is a
dialogue, not a monologue.

○

Each of these assignments will have an associated section in the
workbook, and a forum discussion where you can attach your work in
progress, discuss your work, ask questions of your peers, and respond
to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

●

Assignments 3-4 - Exercises to plan your strategy and revise your ID plan
○

Each of these assignments will have an associated section in the

workbook, and a forum discussion where you can attach your work in
progress, discuss your work, ask questions of your peers, and respond
to your peers.
○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

Once all of these required activities have been automatically marked as completed,
you will be eligible to receive a certificate of completion for the module.
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Course Developer:
Arden Kirkland is an independent digital librarian, providing consulting services for
digital collections and online learning. Her years of work in higher education have
included a focus on students’ active participation in the construction of multimedia
digital collections. Other recent projects include ArtOneida.org, HistoricDress.org,

and work on the Capability Maturity Model for Research Data Management. Find out
more about her work at ardenkirkland.com.

This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.

This work for the Design for Learning Program is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Syllabus - Content Creation Module:
Creating Materials for Online Teaching
*DRAFT - subject to change before new version of module is released 7/10/17

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module, you will be able to:
●

recognize principles for using audio, video, text, and graphics in online
learning, based on cognitive psychology research

●

determine how multimedia resources fit into your instructional design plan

●

evaluate existing online library training with regard to standards for digital
content

●

identify best practices for the process of creating multimedia content

●

select screencasting and online tutorial software and services for your
instructional objectives

●

draft scripts and/or storyboards for your instructional content

●

use screencasting or other online tutorial software to create instructional
resources

About this course:
●

This course takes place within the Moodle Learning Management System
(LMS) hosted by WebJunction.org. If you need help navigating in Moodle,

make sure you have gone through the Orientation Module (the first in the
D4L series).
●

In Moodle, there is a workbook for this module that you can download. You
can save it to your device to edit it with a word processor, or print it out to
write in it by hand. This gives you one document in which to store all your
work throughout this module, to save for your portfolio at the end.
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●

There are no official due dates, so you can go through the content at your
own pace. However, we have found that many students find the weekly
structure helpful to keep them on track.

●

This module has been designed to take place over 4 weeks, like most

modules of the Design for Learning program. If you start at the beginning of
the month, you will be more likely to find other students going through the
discussion forums at the same schedule.
●

Each week, most content is shared in the form of a lesson. This format
allows you to easily go through all content in a linear fashion. However, you
can return later to review any content, in any order, using the menu within
each lesson (on the side or below, depending on your device).

●

In the Design for Learning program we strive to actively support a wide
range of learning styles and abilities. As such, we have applied the principles
of Universal Design for Learning to this course. If you would like to suggest
additional alternative formats that you think we should provide, especially
related to needs for specific accommodations, please contact us at
d4l@scrlc.org.

Agenda:
Week 1 - Best Practices For Multimedia Content
●

Advance Organizer for Week 1 (video)

●

Selected Vocabulary (list)

●

Getting Started (video)

●

Reflection activity

●

Cognition (video, with challenge question)

●
●
●

Six Principles Of Effective eLearning (video, with challenge question)
Usability And Accessibility (video, with challenge question)
Summing Up Week 1 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Examples to evaluate (lists)
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●

Assignment 1: Evaluating an Example of Online Instruction (forum
submission)

Week 2 - Organizing and Drafting Multimedia Content
●

Advance Organizer for Week Two (video)

●

Selected Vocabulary (list)

●

Organizing Content (video)

●

Reflection Activity

●

Storyboarding Content (video)

●

Reflection Activity

●

Visual Elements (video)

●

Reflection Activity

●

Summing Up Week Two (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 2: Drafting a Script / Storyboard for 5 Minutes of Multimedia
Content (forum submission)

Week 3 - Choosing Tools for Content Creation
●

Advance Organizer for Week 3 (video)

●

Choosing Tools (video)

●

Reflection Activity

●

Review of Synchronous Meeting Tools (text)

●

Examples of Student Screencasts (videos)

●

Summing Up Week 3 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Guide to Content Creation Tools (lists and guides)

●

Student ID Plan Examples (text)

●

Assignment 3: Revising Steps 5 and 6 of Your ID Plan (forum submission)
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Week 4 - Creating Content
●

Advance Organizer for Week Four (video)

●

Creating Content (video, with challenge question)

●
●

Checklist before recording (list, with challenge question)
Summing Up Week Four (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 4: Recording and Sharing 5 Minutes of Multimedia Content
(forum submission)

Required Assignments:
●

Required activities for this module will have a check box to the right when
you view them on the main course page. The system will automatically check
them off as you complete them.

●

Go through the lesson for each week, including challenge and reflection
questions.
○

Challenge questions in each lesson are checked automatically, and
each correct answer earns 1 point. In some cases, if you are incorrect,
you will be prompted to review the relevant information and try the
question again.

○

Reflection questions are an opportunity for you to apply the content
to your own situation in a short statement or other exercise. You will
enter these reflections in a workbook for the module, and you may

want to share some parts of your reflection in the discussion forums.
○

Each lesson will be marked as completed if you attempt all the
questions, regardless of your “score.”

●

Assignment 1 - Evaluating an Example of Online Instruction
○

This assignment will have an associated section in the workbook, and a
forum discussion where you can discuss your evaluation and respond
to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.
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●

Assignment 2: Drafting a Script / Storyboard for 5 Minutes of Multimedia
Content
○

This assignment will have an associated section in the workbook to get
you started, and a forum discussion where you can attach copies of
your drafts, discuss your work, ask questions of your peers, and
respond to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

○

If you don’t know someone going through D4L at the same time as
you who can give you some feedback on your draft, find a colleague,
friend, or family member who can.

●

Assignment 3 - Revising Steps 5 and 6 of Your ID Plan
○

This assignment will have an associated section in the workbook for
you to develop your revision, and a forum discussion where you can
attach your work in progress, discuss your work, ask questions of your
peers, and respond to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

●

Assignment 4 - Recording and Sharing 5 Minutes of Multimedia Content
○

This assignment will have an associated section in the workbook to get
you started, and a forum discussion where you can attach a link to
your finished recording, discuss your work, ask questions of your
peers, and respond to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

○

If you don’t know someone going through D4L at the same time as
you who can give you some feedback on your recording, find a
colleague, friend, or family member who can.

Once all of these required activities have been automatically marked as completed,
you will be eligible to receive a certificate of completion for the module.
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Course Developers:
Original Course Developer - Lori Bell is Interim Special Projects Coordinator at SCRLC
and has worked in a wide variety of library settings. She has been honored as a Library
Journal Mover and Shaker for her work to apply technology to library services.
2017 Course Assistance - Helen Linda (celestihel@gmail.com) is the Records Analyst for
the Vermont Agency of Transportation, her first job outside of libraries in 17 years.
Since Records Management is library- adjacent, it doesn’t feel to her like a huge
departure. She has never taught as a capital “T” Teacher, but began presenting on
conference panels a decade ago, which led to solo conference presentations, which led
to regular student library orientation classes, which led to designing instruction formally
in her newest role in state government. You just never know where the journey will
take you. https://helenlinda.com/

This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.

This work for the Design for Learning Program is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Syllabus - Course Management Module:
Managing Your Online Environment
*DRAFT - subject to change before new version of module is released 7/10/17

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module, you will be able to:
●

Examine methods for communicating course expectations

●

Evaluate the features of different software to create an online environment
for learning

●

Visualize how to organize all content for one online learning session in a
Learning Management System or a combination of different platforms

●

Refine your plans for assessment within the online learning environment

About this course:
●

This course takes place within the Moodle Learning Management System
(LMS) hosted by WebJunction.org. If you need help navigating in Moodle,

make sure you have gone through the Orientation Module (the first in the
D4L series).
●

In Moodle, there is a workbook for this module that you can download. You
can save it to your device to edit it with a word processor, or print it out to
write in it by hand. This gives you one document in which to store all your
work throughout this module, to save for your portfolio at the end.

●

There are no official due dates, so you can go through the content at your
own pace. However, we have found that many students find the weekly
structure helpful to keep them on track.
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●

While most modules of the Design for Learning program are designed to take
place over 4 weeks, this module is a shorter overview of course management
and should take only 2 weeks.

●

Each week, most content is shared in the form of a lesson. This format
allows you to easily go through all content in a linear fashion. However, you
can return later to review any content, in any order, using the menu within
each lesson (on the side or below, depending on your device).

●

In the Design for Learning program we strive to actively support a wide
range of learning styles and abilities. As such, we have applied the principles
of Universal Design for Learning to this course. If you would like to suggest
additional alternative formats that you think we should provide, especially
related to needs for specific accommodations, please contact us at
d4l@scrlc.org.

Agenda:
Week 1 - Components of Online Teaching Environments
●

Advance Organizer for Week 1 (video)

●

Syllabus Creation (video, with challenge question)

●

Communications and Participation Policy (video)

●

Accommodations (video)

●

Organization and Structure (video, with challenge question)

●

Reflection (activity)

●

Tips and Tricks (video)

●

Synchronous meetings in an asynchronous learning environment

●

Summing Up Week 1 (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Assignment 1 (forum submission)
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Week 2 - Features and Functions of Online Teaching Platforms
●

Advance Organizer for Week Two (video)

●

Case Study - Moodle Cloud (video)

●

Case Study - Wordpress (video)

●

Summing Up Week Two (video)

●

Additional Resources (list)

●

Guides to Learning Management Systems (and Alternatives) (text)

●

Assignment 2: Visualizing the Online Environment for Your Instruction
(forum submission)

Required Assignments:
●

Required activities for this module will have a check box to the right when
you view them on the main course page. The system will automatically check
them off as you complete them.

●

Go through the lesson for each week, including challenge and reflection
questions.
○

Challenge questions in each lesson are checked automatically, and
each correct answer earns 1 point. In some cases, if you are incorrect,
you will be prompted to review the relevant information and try the
question again.

○

Reflection questions are an opportunity for you to apply the content
to your own situation in a short statement. You will enter these
reflections in a workbook for the module, and you may want to share
some parts of your reflection in the discussion forums.

○

Each lesson will be marked as completed if you attempt all the
questions, regardless of your “score.”

●

Assignments 1-2
○

Each of these assignments will have an associated section in the
workbook, and a forum discussion where you can attach your work in
progress, discuss your work, ask questions of your peers, and respond
to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
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about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.
Once all of these required activities have been automatically marked as completed,
you will be eligible to receive a certificate of completion for the module.

Course Developer:
Samantha Settimio completed the MSLIS program at Syracuse University in May
2017. Her interests involve digital humanities, critical and digital pedagogy, liaison
librarianship, and assessment.

This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.

This work for the Design for Learning Program is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Syllabus - Capstone Module:
Online Teaching Projects

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module, you will be able to:
●

Integrate what you have learned in all the other modules into one end-to-end
instructional design plan

●

Implement your instructional design plan, creating all content for one online
learning session

●

Organize all content for one online learning session in a Learning
Management System or a combination of different platforms

●

Evaluate the need for alternative formats of content for accessibility

●

Assess the quality of your content and that of your peers

●

Implement improvements to your content based on assessment

●

Recruit learners to participate in online instruction

●

Deliver an instructional session online

●

Assess the work of online students

●

Assess your online instruction and plan for appropriate revisions

About this course:
●

This course takes place within the Moodle Learning Management System
(LMS) hosted by WebJunction.org. If you need help navigating in Moodle,

make sure you have gone through the Orientation Module (the first in the
D4L series).
●

In Moodle, there is a workbook for this module that you can download. You
can save it to your device to edit it with a word processor, or print it out to
write in it by hand. This gives you one document in which to store all your
work throughout this module, to save for your portfolio at the end.
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●

There are no official due dates, so you can go through the content at your
own pace. However, we have found that many students find the weekly
structure helpful to keep them on track.

●

While most modules of the Design for Learning program are designed to take
place over 4 weeks, this module to work on your project is more labor

●
●

intensive and has been expanded to 6 weeks.

Each week, you will continue to develop your content and share it with others
by way of the forums.

In the Design for Learning program we strive to actively support a wide
range of learning styles and abilities. As such, we have applied the principles
of Universal Design for Learning to this course. If you would like to suggest
additional alternative formats that you think we should provide, especially
related to needs for specific accommodations, please contact us at
d4l@scrlc.org.

Agenda:

Week 1 - Work Plan
●

Advance Organizer for Week One (video)

●

Assignment 1: Your Work Plan (forum submission)

Week 2 - Developing Content

●

Advance Organizer for Weeks Two and Three (video)

●

Assignment 2: Sharing Content (forum submission)

●

Additional Resources (list)
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Week 3 - Developing More Content

●

Assignment 3: Sharing More Content (forum submission)

Week 4 - Assess and Revise Content
●

Advance Organizer for Week Four (video)

●

Assignment 4: Your Assessment and Revisions (forum submission)

●

Additional Resources (list)

Week 5 - Deliver an Online Instructional Session
●

Advance Organizer for Week 5 (video)

●

Assignment 5: Delivering Your Lesson (forum submission)

Week 6 - Evaluate and Reflect
●

Advance Organizer for Week 6 (video)

●

Assignment 6: Reflection (forum submission)

Required Assignments:
●

Required activities for this module will have a check box to the right when
you view them on the main course page. The system will automatically check
them off as you complete them.

●

Assignment 1 - Enter your project topic in our database
○

This will be marked as complete when you enter your topic using the
form fields provided in the database. You will be able to return later
and edit this if you change your mind.
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●

Assignments 1-6 - Go through the steps to plan, create, assess, deliver,
and evaluate your own unit
○

Each of these assignments will have an associated forum discussion
where you can attach your work in progress, discuss your work, ask
questions of your peers, and respond to your peers.

○

Each forum discussion will be marked as completed once you post
about your own project and reply to someone else’s post.

Once all of these required activities have been automatically marked as completed,
you will be eligible to receive a certificate of completion for the module.

Course Developer:
Arden Kirkland is an independent digital librarian, providing consulting services for
digital collections and online learning. Her years of work in higher education have
included a focus on students’ active participation in the construction of multimedia
digital collections. Other recent projects include ArtOneida.org, HistoricDress.org,

and work on the Capability Maturity Model for Research Data Management. Find out
more about her work at ardenkirkland.com.

This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Grant Project #RE-06-14-0014-14.

This work for the Design for Learning Program is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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